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Abstract

The Association of Scientific Medical Societies in Germany (AWMF) is the umbrella organization of medical scientific societies in Germany. The development of guidelines goes back to an initiative of the medical scientific societies and is coordinated by the AWMF. Rules for the inclusion of guidelines in the AWMF Guideline Register have been defined including how guidelines are classified. S1 guidelines are based only on recommendations by experts, whereas S2 guidelines require a structured consensus process or a systematic literature review. S3 guidelines include both elements. In addition to compulsory disclosure of any potential conflict of interest, transparent handling of potential conflicts of interest is an important confidence-building measure. For years, the trend has been to develop higher order (S2/S3) guidelines, and the German Society for Gynecology and Obstetrics (DGOG) has been no exception to the trend. In addition to its responsibility for specific S2 and S3 guidelines, the DGOG is also involved in numerous other interdisciplinary guidelines. When developing a guideline, it is essential to define the guideline’s scope, identify aspects which require improvement and agree on the goals. Target groups affected by the guidelines should be involved if they are interested. Different formats (long and short versions, practical instructions, conventional or electronic decision aids, patient versions) are useful to disseminate the guideline. The guideline can be adapted to local circumstances to encourage implementation of its recommendations. Implementation can be measured using quality indicators. Feedback from practitioners is important as this highlights areas which require improvement. The medical scientific societies in Germany can look back on almost two decades of work spent on developing guidelines, most of it done by unpaid voluntary contributors, making this a very successful quality initiative.

Zusammenfassung

**Quality Development in the German Healthcare System: Responsibilities and Duties of the AWMF**

The Association of Scientific Medical Societies (German: Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Wissenschaftlichen Medizinischen Fachgesellschaften e.V., abbreviated AWMF) was set up in 1962 as the German umbrella organization of scientific medical societies in Germany [1]. Currently, 168 scientific medical societies are members of the AWMF. The goal of the AWMF was and is to raise the public profile of medical science and to promote the interests of medical science when dealing with governmental bodies and institutions of the German self government in health care. The AWMF has 3 permanent committees: the Guidelines Committee, the Committee for Performance Assessment in Research and Teaching and the Admissions Committee. The executive committee of the AWMF also sets up ad-hoc committees when required as was done in 2010 to consider the topic “conflict of interest”. The AWMF has also set up the working groups “physicians and lawyers” and “hygiene in hospitals and private practices” to cover 2 important areas. Together with the German Institute for Medical Documentation and Information (German: Deutsches Institut für Medizinische Dokumentation und Information, abbreviated DIMDI) and the German Central Library for Medicine (German: Deutsche Zentralbibliothek für Medizin, abbreviated ZB MED) the AWMF maintains the portal “German Medical Science” (GMS) and the eponymous e-journal “German Medical Science” (gms) to promote free access to important research (open access publishing).

**Representing the interests of medical societies and coordinating their statements**

Representatives of the AWMF represent the interests of the German medical societies in the German Health Research Council, the board of the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Healthcare (IQWiG), the board and academic advisory council of the National Institute for Quality Assurance (AQUA Institute), in committees of the German Medical Association, (e.g., committees on advanced medical training and health services research), and in the National Cancer Plan [1]. The AWMF delivers opinions on planned laws, drafts of the IQWiG (e.g., on the Method Paper), the AQUA Institute (e.g., on standards for external comparative quality assurance) and the Robert Koch Institute (e.g., on guidelines and drafts of recommendations on genetic diagnostics, hospital hygiene and the prevention of infection) as well as on planned European regulations [2]. Since 2012, the AWMF has been authorized to comment on directives issued by the Federal Joint Committee (German: Gemeinsamer Bundesausschuss, abbreviated G-BA) in accordance with Articles 135, 137c and 137e of the German Code of Social Law, Book V (SCB V) [3]. The AWMF plays an important role in coordinating and promoting the interests of its member societies by providing information to medical societies and collating and summarizing statements on specific topics.

**Supporting and coordinating guidelines**

In Germany, the idea of drawing up guidelines was triggered by a special report of the Expert Advisory Board for Concerted Action in Healthcare published in 1995. In contrast to other countries where work on governmental guideline programmes are underway, the responsibility and authority to develop guidelines in Germany was permanently entrusted to medical scientific societies. At the same time, the AWMF as their umbrella organization was given the mandate to expedite and coordinate the process [4]. The tasks and aims of the AWMF in developing guidelines include

- providing access to high-quality interdisciplinary guidelines in the Guideline Register of the AWMF (www.awmf.org/leitlinien.html),
- recognizing when guidelines in different areas of healthcare are necessary (setting priorities),
- supporting medical societies when they draw up or update guidelines,
- contributing to expertise in medical societies by offering training and skills enhancement for guideline consultants,
- providing a body of rules for drawing up and updating guidelines.

Together with the German Medical Association and the Federal Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians (German: Kassenärztliche Bundesvereinigung), the AWMF is responsible for the Program for National Disease Management Guidelines (German: Programm für Nationale Versorgungsleitlinien, abbreviated NVL). Together with the German Cancer Society (German: Deutsche Krebsgesellschaft) and German Cancer Aid (Deutsche Krebshilfe) the AWMF is responsible for the guideline program Oncology (OL). But the overwhelming majority of guidelines in the AWMF Register are the result of individual initiatives and are mainly financed by individual medical societies themselves. The AWMF supports and advises its member societies and publishes guidelines free of charge in its Guideline Register. To ensure that the Guideline Register remains a reliable source of information, the methodological quality is reviewed for all guidelines included in the Register. Since 2009, the AWMF Institute for Knowledge Management (German: AWMF-Institut für Wissensmanagement, abbreviated AWMF-IW) has been responsible for maintaining the Register. However, the individual medical societies are responsible for the content of the respective guidelines.

**Development of Guidelines – Rationale and Duties of Medical Societies and Authors**

The primary aim of guidelines is to improve medical healthcare by providing and disseminating the most up-to-date knowledge. Making guidelines generally available acknowledges the fact that individual physicians rarely have the time to keep abreast of all the latest developments and publications and to additionally critically appraise studies. Just to give an example, around 25,000 randomized clinical studies were published every year between 1994 and 2001 in the medical database MEDLINE alone [5]. A healthy skepticism about the resilience of study results and the transferability of results to important patient groups is often advisable [6–8].

Guidelines are “systematically developed statements which support physicians and patients when making decisions about proper and suitable healthcare for specific health issues.” [9]. Guidelines should provide clinicians with a systematic assessment of recent and current literature (evidence) [5, 10]. In summary, guideline authors should

- depict the current state of knowledge, consisting of the scientific evidence and the practical experience of experts with regard to specific problems,
- assess this body of knowledge from a methodological and clinical standpoint,
weigh the benefits and harm of alternative approaches methods and present the results of this weighing up in a transparent manner,
clarify opposing standpoints,
take account of the needs and preferences of patients,
define the current procedure of choice [11, 12].
Guidelines must not be viewed as “cookbooks” which take no account of the clinical experience of attending physicians and the individual medical history of patients. Quite the contrary: guidelines must be understood as “treatment and decision corridors” which can or must be deviated from in individual justified cases [11, 14].

Guidelines in the AWMF Register: categories and quality management rules
The classification system of the AWMF categorizes recommendations and guidelines as S1, S2e, S2k or S3. Recommendations by experts are classified as level S1. Because these recommendations have not been developed systematically they are not classified as guidelines in the true sense of the word. Level S2 guidelines are based either on a systematic analysis of scientific evidence (S2e guidelines) or on a structured consensus-based agreement between the members of a representative committee (S2k guidelines). Level S3 guidelines are the highest level and include both aspects [8] (Fig. 1).
Part of the maintenance of the Guideline Register consists of examining all applications for registration proposed by the AWMF-IMWi. The target audience is scrutinized, and a check is run to see whether medical societies of the AWMF have previously addressed any of the individual topics included in the planned guideline or even issued (partial) recommendations. This is done to avoid unresolved contradictions between individual guidelines in the Register and to promote interdisciplinary cooperation between medical societies. All groups applying to register a guideline or recommendation are also offered a free consultation. An additional coordination of registration by the individual medical societies is helpful, as is already current practice in the guidelines office of the DGGG.
The completed guideline together with the guideline report, the most recent declaration of conflicts of interest and, where applicable, any other versions in use are submitted to the AWMF and subsequently examined by the AWMF-IMWi. Even after the guideline has been published online in the AWMF Guideline Register, the group which compiled the guideline still holds the copyright to the guideline [13]. The guideline will remain in the Register of the AWMF for a maximum of 5 years. If no update is...
Involvement of medical societies in the guidelines: steady trend towards better quality

Despite the higher demands with regard to methodology compared to S1 recommendations, in the last few years the numbers of S2 and S3 guidelines have steadily increased. In November 2013 the AWMF Guideline Register listed 448 S1 recommendations (compared to > 800 S1 in 2002), 159 S2e+k guidelines (2002: 121 S2) and 123 S3 guidelines (2002: 17 S3) (Fig. 2). The trend towards more systematic, better quality guidelines is also evident for the German Society for Gynecology and Obstetrics (German: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Gynäkologie und Geburtshilfe, abbreviated DGGG). The S3 guidelines on Breast Cancer Screening and on the Diagnosis, Therapy and Follow-up of Breast Cancer were some of the first S3 guidelines ever published. Since then, they have been augmented by S3 guidelines on hormone therapy in perimenopause and postmenopause, on the diagnostics and treatment of malignant ovarian cancer and on the treatment of inflammatory breast disease during lactation. An S2e guideline on stress incontinence in women has been completed and the guideline on the diagnosis and treatment of endometriosis has been updated as S2k. The DGGG is additionally involved in 11 S3 guidelines and 9 S2 guidelines. A number of other S2 and S3 guidelines under the aegis of the DGGG have been announced and are currently being developed and revised (Fig. 3). There are also plans to successively raise the category of guidelines on obstetrical topics (Prof. Dr. M.W. Beckmann, Guidelines Officer of the DGGG, personal communication).

**Reliable Information for Practice Use:**

**How Guidelines Are Developed**

The development of a guideline usually occurs in several life phases. Initial life phases include planning and organizing the guideline and applying for the guideline to be registered in the Guideline Register. This is followed by the actual compilation of the guideline, which is then subsequently carefully edited. The next step consists in preparing for its implementation and evaluation [11, 14, 15]. Planning and organization, development of the guideline and preparations for implementation and evaluation are explained in the following sectors. Details on all aspects as well as help and practical advice are available from the AWMF guidance [11].

**Planning and organization**

Planning a guideline starts by deciding on the methodological approach ("S category"). This depends on what is practicable and workable given the available resources of time and money. It is also important to consider additional aspects in advance:

- **Choice of a suitable, appropriately delimited topic (assessment of need),**
- **Definition of concrete goals associated with the introduction of the guideline,**
- **Formulation of clinically relevant issues which should be discussed in the guideline,**
- **Definition of who should use the guideline (target audience, other professional groups in addition to physicians, e.g. nurses, physiotherapists, midwives).**

---

**Fig. 3** Currently existing and pending S2 and S3 guidelines issued under the aegis of the German Society for Gynecology and Obstetrics (DGGG), December 2013.
To ensure that the guideline is also accepted in practice, it is useful if the choice of topic can be clearly justified. Concrete examples of potential improvements to healthcare should be given, and the goals which will help achieve such improvements should be clearly described and, if possible, confirmed by data, e.g., the most effective prevention of infections in pregnant women. Defining and limiting the scope of the issue at an early stage is important when planning the literature search, and sensibly limiting the scope of the guideline will make it more attractive. The guideline group needs to involve experienced users and patients to ensure that the guideline’s contents are appropriate and sufficient. When compiling the guideline, the question will arise as to “who will be affected by the recommendations”. It is generally recommended to involve representatives of target audience in the development of the guideline if they are interested in being involved. Enlisting the help of methodologists is also recommended [11,15].

**Structured process to reach consensus**

The AWMF rules state that level S2K and S3 guidelines require a structured process to achieve consensus and that this process should be used in group communications at face-to-face meetings chaired by a neutral moderator. The approach used can consist either of the formal methods of nominal group processes or of a structured consensus conference. The aim is to ensure that every member of the guideline group can contribute an opinion without hindrance and that neither a majority nor a minority will dominate the procedure. The goal is to resolve problems that need deciding and come to a final assessment of recommendations. The level of recommendation (should, ought to, may be considered) is decided on and the strength of the consensus is determined. Another formal method of reaching consensus is through written anonymous voting (DELPHI method) [11].

**Disclosing and managing potential conflicts of interest**

The general public is very sensitive to possible distortions of the contents of guidelines because authors of the guideline have conflicts of interest [16,17]. According to the rules of the AWMF, guidelines must have independent funding, and conflicts of interest must be reported for every member of the guideline committee. These declarations concerning conflicts of interest must be available prior to starting work on the guideline. The assessment of conflicts of interest and how such conflicts should be handled must be discussed openly, and the rules on how to deal with conflicts of interest must be defined by the guideline group. Benefits and disadvantages should be straightforwardly weighed up against each other. The potential to contribute expert knowledge must be weighed against the risk of distortion. This risk of distortion can be countered by using the “protective” mechanisms proposed in the AWMF rules which include an independent, external review of the evidence and a structured consensus process or regulations such as excluding specific persons from voting or demanding that the final review is carried out by external experts [18]. Ensuring that discussions and procedures are open and transparent inspires trust and is a protection against imputations of bias.

**Systematic search and assessment of evidence**

The evidence base and the structured consensus process are important stages in compiling a guideline which aims to find answers to clinical problems. The evidence base and consensus process depend on the category chosen for the guideline. Well-prepared “external” evidence, clinical assessment and patient preferences are important pillars of decision-making. When compiling a category S2e or S2k guideline, it is important to settle at the constitutive meeting which strategy will be used to find answers for every issue. Even when drawing up a guideline with systematic evidence base, it is possible to decide at the outset that individual issues will be resolved after consensus has been reached by a committee of experts. Other strategies include adopting already existing recommendations from high quality guidelines or – if such guidelines do not exist or their recommendations are not transferable – drawing on recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses. If no good sources providing a good overview of the existing evidence are available, it will be necessary to systematically search for primary studies and evaluate them [19].

**Implementation and Evaluation**

Implementation consists of the difficult task of translating recommendations on how to act into concrete individual actions and, if necessary, inducing changes in behavior [20,21]. Obstacles to implementation include reservations about implementing the goals and organizational, structural, personal and/or financial barriers. It is important to identify such obstacles and offer suggestions for solution. In most cases, the guideline group can only encourage widespread implementation by following best practice rules when developing, editing and disseminating the guideline and promoting outreach. In the end, it is necessary that target audiences and the users themselves discuss the guideline in the light of their own experience and their own knowledge of the literature and of local circumstances and develop implementation strategies adapted to their environment. A number of strategies have proved to be useful [22,23]. Widespread dissemination of a guideline adapted to its respective target groups and the support of opinion leaders (“implementation is a top priority”) is important as well as the involvement of “multipliers” [24]. The extent of implementation of a guideline and the impact on healthcare can be measured using quality indicators based on accepted methodological standards and proposed by the authors of the guideline [25,26]. Assessment should be limited to the most important aspects; it is important to remember that users must
benefit from participating in documentation, at the very least by receiving feedback about the results [14]. The time spent on document-ation and on fulfilling regulatory requirements are already experienced as a big problem. Whether implementation of a guideline is associated with improved outcomes can only be proved by data collection as the BRENDA study demonstrated for breast cancer patients [27]. User feedback makes it possible to evaluate to what extent recommendations in guidelines are (or can be) implemented in specific patient groups and whether recommendations need to be adapted to the needs of specific groups [28]. A systematic exchange of information between au-thors of guidelines and users after publication and implementa-tion of the guideline is essential to take account of any problems arising during implementation and incorporate them in the re-vised guideline [29]. To avoid the number of guidelines expand-ing too much and becoming confusing, the selection of suitable topics for guidelines and guideline contents should be periodi-cally reviewed. When drawing up a guideline, it is important to appoint a person to be contacted for updating the guideline, and it should be decided in advance which trigger will lead to the guideline being amended.

Conclusion

Guidelines serve to communicate current knowledge and as aids to decision-making for specific patients and aim to ensure that the best possible healthcare will be provided.

The Guideline Register of the AWMF is compiled according to specific rules; every guideline is evaluated whether it complies with the methodological standards of the category it is as-signed to. The AWMF supports developers of guidelines with its AWMF rules and by offering consultations.

Reliable guidelines have a transparent methodology. The methodology used for the evidence base and/or to determine how a consensus is reached depends on the guideline’s category. Conflicts of interest are always disclosed, irrespective of the guideline’s category.

The makers of guidelines need feedback obtained from practical experience if the recommendations in the guidelines cannot be applied or cannot be applied to all patients. Therefore the name of the person who will be responsible for updating the guideline is always disclosed.

The commitment and dedication of medical societies and of the unpaid authors who volunteer to compile guidelines have contributed to the success of the quality initiative “Guidelines” of the AWMF Register to improve clinical care.
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